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BUILDING BLOCKS + TOOLS
Design Discovery
Strategic Investment Plan
Look Book

Design Review

SEE MORE
The Plan
The Look Book
WCPO Coverage

IMPACT
Over $50 million in reinvestment 
moved out of pre-development stage
A consensus around what change 
should look like

Walnut Hills, now one of the fastest growing neighborhoods in Cincinnati, was one of the least desirable just a few short 
years ago. The recent efforts of the Walnut Hills Redevelopment Foundation (WHRF) have yielded over $20 million in 
development projects in the historic commercial corridor and has created an excitement and significant momentum. While 
this has spurred a sense of hope for the residents, many of which are African-Americans with low-to-moderate incomes, it 
also sparked a conversation about displacement and gentrification. Simultaneously, the WHRF and the City were in need 
of answers to technical questions around everything from street design to parking to the market audience. The plan helped 
solve these interrelated problems in a 10 year Strategic Investment Plan that set the stage for growth without displacement. 
Along with the development of the plan the Design Discovery process to guide site layouts of over $50 million in mixed-use 
projects. This meaningfully connected stakeholders to these catalytic projects that, in turn, led to a smooth entitlement 
process. The Strategic Investment Plan also included a tool kit to mitigate the displacement of long-term residents and a 
Look Book to help in neighborhood marketing and storytelling efforts. 

2011 - PRESENT WALNUT HILLS

http://www.buildwithyard.com
https://www.google.com/maps/place/39%C2%B007'33.5%22N+84%C2%B029'25.5%22W/@39.125957,-84.4926107,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m6!3m5!1s0x0:0x0!7e2!8m2!3d39.1259569!4d-84.4904216
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3zcj80nkk43fii3/c15702RptBook161101finalx3.pdf?dl=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hFFZcQoXAKvI6CRFiwdWB_EYpV35XqPY
https://www.wcpo.com/news/insider/walnut-hills-reinvestment-plan
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From prior experience of  
YARD & Company founders

The Plan created consensus about what change should look like for the downtown-near Walnut Hills.

Stakeholder showcasing her  
Walkscore® 

Five year development strategy for the primary intersection.
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